Preparing for the next big solar storm: Scientists and users plan the solar-flare forecasting system of the future

Xx January 2016

The sun is currently in a quiet phase, but the next activity peak is foreseeable. It is expected to start in five years; enough time to prepare for the next big solar-storm. Scientists and representatives of industrial sectors affected by space weather met at the MetOffice to discuss how the solar-flare forecasting system FLARECAST must be designed to best serve user needs.

“It is not a question of whether a severe solar flare will occur but of when” sais the project manager of the solar-flare forecasting service FLARECAST Manolis Georgoulis. “And nobody knows how big it will be.”

We become increasingly dependent on space-based technologies. As a consequence, we are vulnerable to the threats of adverse space-weather, in particular when GPS is involved. “You may be more often affected by a solar-flare than you might realize because many times its effects are not reported” sais Sophie Murray from Trinity College Dublin. There is a need not only for forecasting space weather but also for monitoring the effects of it.

Several governments already included space-weather into their natural disaster catalogue. However, consistent mitigation plans are still lacking. A central prerequisite for such a plan is a reliable forecasting system so measures to protect human assets in space and on earth can be taken in time.

Last week, representatives of satellite operators, aviation companies, government organisations and defence agencies met with scientists from Greece, Ireland, Switzerland, France, UK and Italy at the British meteorological organisation MetOffice in Exeter. Together, they worked on the solar-flare forecasting system of the future: FLARECAST, bridging the gap between recent scientific and technological advances and the requirements of the end users. Just in time for the next big solar-storm.

Links
http://flarecast.eu
http://flarecast.eu/media
http://flarecast.eu/industry/first-stakeholder-workshop
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FLARECAST has recieved funding from the European Union's Horizon2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 640216. Its period of performance is January 2015 - December 2017.
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